INTRODUCTION.

Today, there are transformational processes in all spheres of life which affect the labour market. One can see how the ratings of “in-demand” professions and requirements for skilled workers are changing. Employers are becoming more and more interested in soft skills that are independent of an individual profession and closely related to personal qualities. Therefore, education must develop key (general, universal) competences and promote lifelong learning (The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2018).

State standards for professional (vocational) education of such professions as “seamstress”, “dressmaker”, “cutter” reveal the content of essential professional competences of these professions, as well as list general (key) competences common to all three professions. They have led to the need to identify a separate list of key competences required by employers of garment enterprises for each profession.

AIM: analysis, comparison and generalization of the offer and demand for key competences of garment workers in the Ukrainian labour market; determination of personal qualities, demanded by modern employers of Ukrainian garment enterprises for such professions as “seamstress”, “dressmaker”, “cutter”.

METHODS: the paper has analyzed, compared and summarized 270 vacancies and 344 curricula vitae available on Ukrainian and international job search websites to determine the level of needs of Ukrainian employers in the garment industry for garment workers with key competences (www.work.ua, www.hh.ua, www.rabota.ua).

RESULTS. The paper clarifies the statistical needs of employers of Ukrainian garment enterprises for seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters with key competences. It compares the offer and demand for garment workers and proves that they cannot adequately meet the needs of modern employers due to insufficient levels of their key competences. It highlights that dressmakers and cutters are the more in-demand workers with key competences and should work in the field of public services or a single production. It specifies the reasons for weak demand for well-developed personal qualities for such a profession as “seamstress”. Besides, it compares the demand of the Ukrainian and global labour markets for soft skills of garment workers. It shows that international employers are more interested in soft skills, being aware of their importance. However, this process is still on the way in Ukraine.

CONCLUSIONS: the paper proves the interdependence between the need for well-developed personal qualities of skilled workers and types of profession and production. It reveals the role of garment workers’ key competences in developing personal qualities required by Ukrainian garment enterprises for such professions as “seamstress”, “dressmaker” and “cutter”, as well as the connection between key and professional competences.
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to all three professions. They have led to the need to identify a separate list of key competences required by employers of garment enterprises for each profession.

**Sources.** According to the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council “On key competences for lifelong learning”, the latter are seen as a set of knowledge, skills and attitudes needed by all citizens for personal self-realization and development, active social life, social cohesion and employment (Verkhovna Rada Legislation of Ukraine, 2006).

The problem of developing key competences in future skilled workers is mostly considered in the context of a competency-based approach. Some think that key competences, aimed at developing critical thinking, reflection and determining one’s position (Ovcharuk ed., 2004, pp. 10, 16, 46; Kravets, 2014), contribute to developing professional skills and professional career (Kravets and other, 2014; Lemeshko, 2018; Zakatnov, 2007; 2015; Yershova, 2018; Seredina, 2018; Yablunovska, 2018). The New Ukrainian School, proceeding from the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council (EU), regards key competences as a combination of knowledge, types of thinking, skills, abilities and other personal qualities, which can ensure personal realization and lifelong success. Key competencies include communication in the national language; communication in foreign languages; mathematical literacy; competencies in science and technology; digital competency; lifelong learning skill; a sense of entrepreneurship; social and civic competencies; cultural awareness; environmental awareness and healthy lifestyles (The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, 2016). Such researchers as O. Bazeliuk (2018), M.-O. Yershov (2018; 2019) and L. Petrenko (2017) focus on the dependence of successful professional career on the development of future skilled workers’ digital competence.

State standards for professional (vocational) education of such professions as “seamstress” (2016), “dressmaker” (2016) and “cutter” (2016) indicate that general and professional competences imply “the ability of the individual to perform particular activities that is expressed through knowledge, understanding, skills and values”. General competences for these professions are defined as follows: promptness in making right decisions in an emergency at work; ability to be responsible for professional activities; knowledge of professional terminology; ability to act in non-standard situations; ability to work in a team; adherence to professional ethics; conflict prevention.

**The paper aims** to analyze the offer and demand for key competences of garment workers in the Ukrainian labour market and determine the modern personal qualities required by employers of Ukrainian garment enterprises.

**Methods:** the paper has analyzed, compared and summarized 270 vacancies and 344 curricula vitae available on Ukrainian and international job search websites to determine the level of needs of Ukrainian employers in the garment industry for garment workers with key competences (www.work.ua, www.hh.ua, www.rabota.ua).

**Results and discussion.** The subject matter of analysis covers the vacancies and curricula vitae available on popular job search websites. The paper also studies employers’ demand for garment workers with key competences, which they need for self-realization, employment, professional development and career success in the globalized society.

The analysis of vacancies for garment workers shows that 42% of employers are in need for seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters with professional and key competences, whereas 58% of employers focus only on professional competences or do not place requirements for future workers at all (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Demand for workers with key competences (Systematized based on the vacancies available on relevant websites between August, 14 and September, 4, 2019)](image-url)

The paper clarifies that employers seek such soft skills as **responsibility** (courage in making independent decisions, responsibility for one’s actions, personal standards) – 42.5%; **teamwork** – 41.6%; **focus on learning, development and outcomes** – 33.6%. Equally important are the following skills: **time management** (ability to organize one’s work and time, punctuality) – 23.0%; **creativity** (ability to think innovatively, apply advanced approaches to solving problems) – 17.7%; **communication skills** (successful interaction with people, emotional intelligence) – 15.9%. Employers pay the least attention to focus on
the customer – 8.0%, multitasking – 8.0% and stress resistance – 3.5% (see Fig. 2).

The analysis of the demand for garment workers’ key competences indicates different levels of requirements for seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters. The expectations of employers of garment enterprises regarding future workers’ personal qualities prove that responsibility (14.2%), teamwork (11.5%), focus on development and outcomes (8.8%) and time management (5.3%) are the most critical skills, apart from professional ones, for seamstresses. These skills must ensure the continuity, speed and quality of making clothing in mass production. However, focus on the customer and stress resistance are not among the requirements at all. This may indicate the specificity of seamstresses’ work associated with monotonous operations in the technological process.

Such skills as teamwork (16.8%), responsibility (15.9%), focus on development and outcomes (14.2%) and time management (8.8%) remain equally crucial for dressmakers. Recently, the demand for creativity (8.8%) and communication skills (6.2%) has been increasing. It is explained by the opportunity to work in dressmaker’s studios, sewing workshops, where dressmakers not only perform technological operations on the sewing equipment but directly participate in the organization of production, ordering, communication with cutters or designers. However,
employers do not require dressmakers to be capable of multitasking and stress resistance (see Fig. 3).

Teamwork (13.3%), responsibility (12.4%), focus on development and outcomes (10.6%), time management (8.8%), communication skills (7.1%), creativity (6.2%), multitasking (4.4%), focus on the customer (4.4%) and stress resistance (3.5%) are rather fundamental skills for cutters (see Fig. 3). The increasing demand for the last four skills may be related to cutters’ workload, responsibility and specificity of their work in mass production industries, where they cooperate with designers, technologists, supervisors of sewing workshops and teams of the cutting-out space, as well as public service enterprises, where they directly communicate with customers, designers, teams of dressmakers and finalize orders, being able to work with several products at the same time.

The analysis of the demand for garment workers with soft skills by type of production shows that dressmaker’s studios, sewing shops, sewing workshops and small enterprises producing products for shops and brands place the most significant number of requirements for personal qualities of such workers. These are garment industries which have low capacity, work with small teams and produce products in a single copy or a limited quantity. Such activity requires individual and creative approaches to every order and customer, good organization and responsibility, team support and enables professional and personal realization. Managers of dressmaker’s shops consider teamwork, responsibility (23.0%) and focus on development and outcomes (17.7%) as the essential skills. Creativity (13.3%), time management (13.3%), communication (9.7%), and focus on the customer (8.0%) are almost at the same percentage. Managers of small enterprises give the least importance to multitasking (4.4%) and stress resistance (1.8%) (see Fig. 4).

Medium-sized enterprises with 25-75 employees, which specialize in a relatively stable product assortment, pay the most attention to teamwork (12.4%). Responsibility (9.7%) and focus on development and outcomes (9.7%) represent the same percentage. Time management (8.0%) and communication skills (5.3%) are equally important. The minimum percentage is characteristic of multitasking (2.7%) and creativity (2.7%), whereas customer care skills and stress resistance are not considered important at all. It can be explained by the specific organization of production and technological processes in mass production industries, where workers perform specific operations and do not need to apply creative and individual approaches.

Mass production industries aim to ensure a permanent, fast and high-quality process of producing a large number of products. Therefore, they pay more attention to professional skills and promptness such as responsibility (9.7%), focus on development and outcomes (6.2%), teamwork (6.2%) and less attention to time management (1.8%), creativity (1.8%), communication skills (0.9%), stress resistance (0.9%) and multitasking (0.9%). Weak demand for customer care skills (0%) reflects the lack of need for this skill in skilled workers in mass production.

The analysis of curricula vitae available on job search websites (www.work.ua, www.hh.ua, www.rabota.ua) indicates garment workers’ low awareness of the importance of key competences. Only 16% of the analyzed curricula vitae contain a list of soft skills needed to succeed in the chosen profession (see Fig. 5).

![Fig. 4. Comparing the demand for the main key competences by type of production in the labour market (Systematized based on the vacancies available on relevant websites between August, 14 and September, 4, 2019)](image-url)
The results of the available offers prove that, in addition to professional skills, applicants have such personal qualities as responsibility and personal standards (24.8%), focus on development and outcomes (20.4%), focus on the customer and communication skills (15.9%), time management (10.6%) and creativity (9.7%). Recently, there has been an increase in the offers of computer literacy (7.1%). However, it does not appear in the list of qualities demanded by employers of Ukrainian garment enterprises, which is probably explained by lack of digital skills in many employers and their low awareness of the importance of workers’ digital culture. Still, the least developed skills among seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters are multitasking (3.5%) and stress resistance (2.7%) (see Fig. 6).

The study of garment workers’ curricula vitae by profession shows that responsibility is more characteristic of cutters (13.3%) and less characteristic of dressmakers (7.1%) and seamstresses (4.4%). Focus on development and outcomes is equally common for dressmakers and cutters (8.0%). Focus on the customer is equally important (for dressmakers – 6.2%, cutters – 8.0%). Communication skills prevail in curricula vitae of dressmakers (8.8%), being slightly less standard for seamstresses (4.4%) and cutters (2.7%). Cutters focus on creativity (6.2%) and time management (5.3%). Computer literacy, as an essential aspect of professional performance and career growth, is characteristic of only 4.4% of dressmakers and 2.7% of cutters. Most importantly, this skill enables garments workers to achieve rapid career advancement, namely from the position of a dressmaker to the position of an operator of cutting tools in batch or mass production industries and an operator of computer-aided design (CAD) software in all types of production.

Emphasizing the demand for computer literacy, job seekers mostly refer to the ability to work with MS Office and CAD software, which helps to automatize the elaboration of technical design documentation required to launch the model into production. Multitasking and (seamstresses – 0%, dressmakers, cutters – 1.8%) and stress resistance (0.9%) are not given much importance in both curricula vitae and position...
summaries. This determines the apparent need to raise both employers and skilled workers’ awareness of the importance of these skills for the garment industry (see Fig. 7).

The analysis of offers by profession shows that a high percentage of soft skills is characteristic of the dressmakers and cutters, who intend to work in a single production (e.g., in the field of public services). Instead, seamstresses focus on professional skills, which in some way reflect the specific nature of this profession and meet the demand of employers.

The comparison of the offer and demand proves that garment workers cannot adequately meet the needs of employers due to the lack of key competences (see Fig. 8). Thus, it is necessary to take into account the global trends in the awareness of the proportions between hard and soft skills (Yershova, 2019, pp. 165). After all, soft skills are becoming increasingly necessary for a successful social life of the individual, his or her self-realization and career growth.

The paper analyzes 53 vacancies available on international job search websites (www.tyba.com, www.adzuna.co.uk) to study the demand for garment workers with soft skills and determine the requirements placed by employers on these professions abroad.

The analysis of vacancies available on international job search websites shows that 38% of employers place requirements for key competences of future workers (see Fig. 9).

![Fig. 7. Comparing the offers for key competences of seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters in the labour market (Systematized based on the curricula vitae available on relevant websites between September 3 and 4, 2019)](image1)

![Fig. 8. Comparing the offer and demand for the main key competences of seamstresses, dressmakers and cutters in the labour market (Systematized based on the vacancies and curricula vitae available on relevant websites between August 14 and September 4, 2019)](image2)
International employers focus on positive thinking, attention to detail, activity and initiative, rationality. Part of the vacancies offers traineeships to students along with their studies or during holidays, inviting them to assist in the production of collections for small design studios (brands) and world-renowned companies (Hugo Boss, Ralph Lauren, H&M, Levi’s). This allows future graduates not only to enhance their professional skills but also to develop soft skills, immersing themselves in a creative atmosphere, working with designers, highly skilled dressmakers and tailors.

Besides, international employers pay much attention to soft skills of future workers, especially teamwork. This requirement is contained in 70% of the analyzed vacancies (see Fig. 10).

Responsibility (65%) and multitasking (60%) account for almost the same percentage. Communication skills and focus on development and outcomes (45%) are equally important. Creativity (30%) and stress resistance (35%) are found in vacancies for both mass and single production. Employers’ requirements for focus on the customer (25%), time management and computer literacy (20%) are also quite significant. In the context of computer literacy, employers highlight not only their ability to work with MS Office but also with Photoshop and Illustrator.

The comparison of the demand of Ukrainian and global labour markets for garment workers with key competences proves that Ukrainian employers of garment enterprises, especially in the field of public services and single production, consider soft skills only as additional qualities of their workers. Position summaries demonstrate the need for workers with such skills as responsibility (42.5%), teamwork (41.6%), focus on development, outcomes and learning (33.6%), time management (23.0%), creativity (17.7%) and communication skills (15.9%). International employers, considering hard and soft skills equally important, are interested in team-
work (70.0%), responsibility (65.0%), multitasking (60.0%), focus on development and outcomes and communication skills (45.0%), stress resistance (35.0%) and creativity (30.0%). Time management and computer literacy (20.0%) are also in demand. At the same time, Ukrainian employers are not at all interested in the latter. There is a noticeable difference between the demand of Ukrainian and international employers of garment enterprises for stress resistance (Ukraine – 3.5%, abroad – 35.0%) and multitasking (Ukraine – 8.0%, abroad – 60.0%). International employers pay far more attention to key skills since they have long been aware of their influence on the versatility and productivity of workers, ensuring the continuity of the working process, improving workers’ ability to work at a rapid, intense pace, adequate response to the deadline (Yershov, 2019) (see Fig. 11).

Therefore, the essential objectives of professional education are the following: to train motivated, socially active and responsible workers, who strive for lifelong learning and are ready for professional and personal self-realization and career success.

Conclusions. The article justifies the interdependence between the need for well-developed personal qualities of skilled workers, types of a profession (“seamstress”, “dressmaker”, “cutter”) and types of production. It shows that the most important key skills for seamstresses are responsibility, teamwork, focus on development and outcomes and time management, which ensure the continuity, speed and quality of mass production. The most important key skills for dressmakers are teamwork, responsibility, focus on development and outcomes, time management, creativity and communication skills, which is explained by the opportunity to work in dressmaker’s studios, sewing workshops, where they not only perform technological operations on the sewing equipment but directly participate in the organization of production, ordering, communication with cutters or designers. The most important key skills for cutters are teamwork, responsibility, focus on development and outcomes, communication skills, creativity, multitasking, focus on the customer and stress resistance related to the specifics of their work in mass-production industries, as well as in the field of public services.

The paper proves that employers of garment enterprises pay much attention to teamwork, responsibility, personal standards, focus on development and outcomes and time management. It also shows the increasing importance of communication skills, creativity, focus on the customer and multitasking in a single or small-scale production.

These skills are in demand for such professions as “dressmaker” and “cutter” in the field of public services. The demand for professional competences...
is stronger than for key competences in batch and mass-production garment industries since garment workers perform specific operations in the technological flow and are not motivated towards self-realization. It explains weak demand for well-developed personal qualities of seamstresses.

The article also reveals the significant percentage difference between the demand for soft skills in the Ukrainian and global labour markets. This is because the term “soft skills”, as well as the need to develop

Further research should focus on studying the causes and ways to increase the attention of Ukrainian employers to the development of key competences in future garment workers.
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Ключові компетентності майбутніх кваліфікованих робітників швейного профілю: попит і пропозиція на ринку праці
Галина Однорог,
аспірантка Інституту професійно-технічної освіти Національної академії педагогічних наук України

Реферат.
Актуальність. Державні стандарти професійної (професійно-технічної) освіти професій “швачка”, “кравець”, “закрійник” розкривають зміст професійних базових компетентностей даних професій, а також мають перелік загальних (ключових) компетентностей, спільних для всіх трьох професій. Це зумовлює необхідність визначення для кожної професії окремого переліку ключових компетентностей, затребуваних роботодавцями швейного профілю.

Мета: аналіз, порівняння й узагальнення попиту і пропозицій ключових компетентностей майбутніх кваліфікованих робітників швейного профілю на вітчизняному ринку праці; визначення особистісних якостей, затребуваних робітникам швейного профілю.

Методи: для визначення рівня потреби роботодавців швейної промисловості України у кваліфікованих робітників швейного профілю використовували статистичний метод, аналізували дани чисельні попит і пропозиції у даний професії. Для визначення особистісних якостей роботодавців швейного профілю використовували інтерв'ю.

Результати. Статистично проілюстровано потребу керівників українських швейних підприємств у швачках, кравцях та закрійниках зі сформованими ключовими компетентностями. Виконано порівняння попиту та пропозицій м’яких навичок робітників різних напрямів швейної промисловості, які відображають загальні особистісні якості для професії “швачка”. Представлено порівняння попиту вітчизняного та світового ринків праці на гнучкі
навички робітників швейної галузі, яке свідчить, що іноземні роботодавці надають вагомого значення розвиненим soft skills, усвідомлюючи їх важливість, а в Україні цей процес перебуває у стані формування.

Висновки: доведено існування взаємозалежності між потребою у розвинених особистісних якостях кваліфікованих робітників, видом професії і типом виробництва; відображено роль ключових компетентностей кваліфікованих робітників швейного профілю у формуванні особистісних якостей, затребуваних сучасними керівниками вітчизняних швейних підприємств для професій "швачка", "кравець", "закрійник", а також взаємозв’язок між ключовими і професійними компетентностями.

Ключові слова: ключові компетентності, професійні компетентності, швейна галузь, кваліфікований робітник, професії "кравець", "закрійник", "швачка".
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